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By the time you read this the Village will have had its say on the Neighbourhood Plan in the 
Referendum. For those who have worked so very hard on this project it is the culmination of a period 
of intense commitment. We owe them all a debt of gratitude.  
 
However, whatever the outcome of the local vote, it is important to remember the Referendum, to 
paraphrase Churchill, is, itself, not an end for the village but rather for Benson it is the end of the 
beginning. The next several years will see the impact of the new housing on the infrastructure of the 
Village. There are matters of transport and roads as well to concern us all and about which we need 
to develop ideas and strategy and it will be in the interests of all to see these challenges are met as 
successfully as we have successfully negotiated the perilous deep of planning law on our way to 
establishing this viable framework for Benson’s future in the Neighbourhood plan itself.  
 
Some of the new houses along the Littleworth Road are now occupied and before too long there will 
be many more houses and many more new villagers who will be part of our community. As well as 
welcoming them – as we do - we can hope they find their way to the Bensington Society in due 
course.  
 
The Society’s monthly suppers with their accompanying talks take place on the last Friday of each 
month in the Village Hall. We have now reached the Summer break, so the next talk will not be until 
the autumn - on Friday 28th September: Oman: Land of a Thousand Eagles by Chris Ward. The 
suppers are amazingly good value at £4.00 and there is also a licensed bar. Visitors are warmly 
welcomed by the Society and only a few years ago I made my way to a Bensington Society meeting 
and I have subsequently made many new friends here in Benson. These meetings additionally 
provide members with a chance to hear about matters of interest to the village. By the way - if you 
have any ideas about future Talks please contact John Murphy on 01491 200961 or via email on 
john1555@aol. com.  
 
Julie Anne Goodson’s talk on “Scandal in High Society Oxfordshire” took us through the centuries 
and included the story of the strange death of Amy Robsart who had married a certain Robert 
Dudley, later the Earl of Leicester and the favourite of Elizabeth I.  
 
The first of the society’s outings was on the Gloucester & Worcester Railway. Many of us recall the 
talk given to us by one of their volunteers a few years back and it was great for the Society to return 
the compliment by paying them a visit. It was a great success. I’m planning to take my 4-year-old 
great nephew who loves everything to do with trains, on their Santa Express nearer Christmas!  
 
The details of the other trips – there are still places available – are to be found on the Society 
Webpage www.bensington-society. com. It is full of information about the village and its history and 
has links to the History Group which the Society also supports. For those new to the village there 
are various books which can be purchased via the web site as well.  
 
Summer has come in – there are early signs that the hedgerows will be full this year. I had a few 
days in Poole when the weather was uncharacteristically fine and so the outdoor living seemed 
seductively easy. We are back now to the more mundane routines: but I cannot think either me or 
my canine companion, Milo, will ever tire of the wonderful walking hereabouts. The river this year 
seems particularly beautiful and a couple of times I have been caught near an open lock watching 
the boats. It was as if all the years fell away and I was by Boulter’s lock in Maidenhead, so many, 
many years ago. 


